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STUDENT HANDBOOK 2017-2018
TOGETHER WE MAKE OUR
SCHOOL A SAFE PLACE TO LEARN
PROPERTY OF:

STUDENT’S NAME _______________________________________
HOMEROOM TEACHER _________________________________

BE SAFE
BE RESPECTFUL
BE RESPONSIBLE

From Your Principal:

Welcome to the 2017-18 school year at Oaklea Middle School! We hope that you are ready for a
challenging and rewarding year, one that will push you in to better yourself in many ways. Everyone is
here to help you, support you, challenge you, and hold you accountable in an atmosphere that puts you,
the student, first. Your best interests are the driving force for the year.
Everyone at Oaklea is part of the P.I.E.; Partners In Education. This means that students, parents, staff,
volunteers, and community members are all working together to help you, the student, achieve your goals.
In order for this to work we must trust each other, respect each other, and be dedicated to doing our best.
Every person associated with Oaklea is important, valued, and should be treated as you’d want to be
treated. Follow the most basic of rules taught in kindergarten; treat others as you’d like to be treated.
Oaklea has been built on the corner stone of “Be Safe, Be Respectful, and Be Responsible.” Everyone is
valued for what you bring to the diversity of this school community; race, ethnicity, religion, gender or
physical condition. Oaklea is a better place for what you bring each and every day. We respect each other
for our individuality, our thoughts, and our goals.
This Student Handbook & Agenda has been prepared to help you learn about Oaklea’s programs, and to
help in guiding you through the school year with organizational and resourceful information. The Agenda
is an important tool for academic success. Inside this handbook, you will find important information
about your responsibilities as a student. Your Team teacher will review this Handbook & Agenda with
you during your first days of school. Please keep this Agenda in your notebook so you will be able to
refer to it when needed.
There will be many new faces in the building both students and staff. Each year is a little bit different, but
the 2017-18 school year will have similarities to previous school years. Studio to Schools and Art Core
continue, as will the opportunities for exploring enriching opportunities. The more you put into your time
here at Oaklea will have an enormous impact on what you get back.
We all want to ensure that the moments you spend here are impactful, successful, challenging, and real.
You will be given opportunities, take advantage of them. This is your education, so get involved! We will
be asking how we can help you, but you can always come ask us for help too. Let’s make this year your
best!

Sincerely,
Justin Corey
Oaklea Principal
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Signature Page

As a student, it is a requirement to read and agree to abide by the expectations in this
handbook. We would also like your parent(s) or guardians to review the expectations in
the handbook. Please sign and date acknowledging you have reviewed the handbook and
return the signed copy to your team teacher.

____________________________________
Student Signature

_____________ _____________

Print

Date

____________________________________
Parent/Guardian Signature

_____________

Print

Date
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Team
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Junction City School District does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color,
national origin, disability, marital status, sex, sexual orientation or age in providing
education or access to benefits of educational services, activities and programs in
accordance with Title VI, Title VII, Title IX and other civil rights or discrimination issues;
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended; the Americans with Disabilities
Act; and the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008.
_________________________________________________________________________
typically 5 school days. There may be a fee
assessed for this service. Please see our
District’s Student Conduct Code for more
information regarding student records.
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Homeroom/ 1 period includes: announcements
every morning, assembly seating group,
distribution of materials that need to go home,
information gathering, breakfast, and initial
information of your student/parent/teacher
conference in October, competitive games and
non-competitive team building activities.

The Telephone:
If you must call home, you may:
1. Ask to use the phone in the Student Services
Center during the school day.

STUDENT SERVICES

2. Ask to use the phones in Student Services
before and after school if it is for school
related business, or an emergency. (Please
respect this.)

Injuries or Illness at School:
The Health Room is located in the Student
Services Office and health aides will call home if
you are sick or injured while at school. In an
effort to maintain a higher level of wellness at
school, we ask that these guidelines are followed
when deciding if a student should return to
school after an illness:
Fever: Temperature below 100 degrees for 24
hours without the use of Tylenol or other fever
reducing medication
Vomiting: Symptom free for 24 hours
Diarrhea: Symptom free for 24 hours
Strep Throat: Must have been on antibiotics for
24 hours
Contact Student Services if your student needs to
take medication at school.

3. Classroom telephones are not to be used by
students except under the direct supervision
of a teacher.
4. Cell phones must be turned off at school and
stored in lockers from 8:00 a.m. – 2:50 p.m.
Students are NOT permitted to use their cell
phones inside the building during school
educational hours (i.e. 8:00 a.m. – 2:50 p.m.)
without teacher approval and supervision.

How To See A Counselor:
Fill out a Counselor Request form at the Student
Services counter. Use your first and last name
and a brief description for the purpose of the
request, and then hand in to one of the Student
Services secretaries who will put it in the
counselor’s box.
Parents/Guardians may also request Counseling
by calling or emailing.

Student Records:
If parents/guardians would like to inspect your
students’ records, the following procedure is
followed: (1) the parent requests to review the
records and (2) a time is established by
administration to help interpret the information I
the records. A parent may request a copy of the
students records, the request must be in writing.
A copy will be provided in a reasonable time,
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All others must be pre-arranged. If the student
will be gone for 2 or more days their
parents/guardians should write a note or call
before the absence. The student will then pick
up a pre-arranged absence form at the Front
Office/Attendance Counter and have each of
his/her teachers sign it. Students are given the
number of days absent plus one day, to make up
work. A 24-hour notice for the teacher is
required, if assignments are requested.

FRONT OFFICE
Attendance Law:
ORS 339.020 Duty to send children to school.
Every person having control of any child
between the ages of 7 and 18 years who has not
completed grade 12 are required to attend school
with regular attendance at a public full-time
school during the entire school term unless
otherwise exempted by law.
A principal or teacher may excuse an absence if
the absence is caused by the student’s illness, by
the illness of some member of the student's
family or by an emergency. A principal or
teacher may also excuse absences for other
reasons where satisfactory arrangements are
made in advance of the absence.

Tardies:
If you are late getting to school, check in at the
FRONT OFFICE. You must have a signed note
from your parent or guardian with an explanation
for the tardy to have it be an excused tardy. Any
of the Front Office staff will be happy to sign
you in.
If you are leaving during the day for any reason,
you are required to check out from the Front
Office. You are also required to check in upon
returning to school.

Absence From School:
When an illness or emergency arises which
makes it necessary to be absent, the following
rules must be observed:

If a student is on delayed passing, the student
remains in the classroom for the regular four
minute break period. When the tardy bell rings,
the student has three minutes to go to the next
class. This does not apply to before school or
after lunch. At these times, the student is
expected to be on time when the tardy bell rings.

1. Please have a parent or guardian call the
school at 541-998-3381 before 9:00 a.m. if
you are ill or unable to attend school. If a
call is not made an automated system will be
activated and parents/guardians will be
notified of your absence.

Make-Up Work:

2. If a call is not possible, parents need to send a
note with their student the first day back.

After two days absence from school, a parent
may request schoolwork for their child. We
require that the teachers have 24-hours to get the
request filled from the time the request is made.
Work that can be completed at home may be
picked up in the front office. A record will be
kept of requested work and whether it is picked
up and completed. If the work is not picked up
and/or returned to the teachers, future requests
may be denied. Work that is not picked up will
be returned to the teacher who assigned it. It is
the student's responsibility to ask for the work
when they return to school.

3. If you have an injury that might require
special attention, be sure to visit with a
counselor or the nurse for delayed passing
time privileges.

Pre-Arranged Absences:
Oregon school law states that students may be
excused from school for three reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Illness of student
Illness or death in the immediate family
A family emergency
School affiliated sports
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Students will have the number of days they were
absent plus an extra day after returning to school
to turn in their work.

Do not leave the school grounds unless you
have written permission from your parent and
the school office.

Late Work Policy:
7th Grade Policy:

High School Students:
No High School students on Oaklea campus
during the school day unless they are designated
cadet teachers from JCHS.
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First Half of Trimester 1 - Through Oct 19
 All acceptable class-time work and
homework assignments are due on the date
assigned by the individual classroom teacher.
 All acceptable late work is worth a maximum
of 70% and is due within one week of being
posted on any of the following: Home
Access, classroom assignment outline or
written on board.

Emergencies:
If you must leave school, check out at the Front
Office.

Lost and Found:
If you LOSE (or FIND) something...
Check the lost and found department which is
located in the main hall by the Seminar Room.
(West Side of the Media Center).

Second Half of Trimester 1 and all of Trimesters
2&3
 All acceptable class-time work and
homework assignments are due on the date
assigned by the individual classroom teacher.
 No late work is accepted. Assignments are
due as posted on any of the following: Home
Access, classroom assignment outline, Smart
Board or written on white/chalk board.

Found articles such as jewelry, wallets, glasses,
keys, etc., will be in the Front Office. Unclaimed
items may be periodically donated to charitable
organizations.

Book Bags Policy:
Book bags, backpacks, drawstring bags,
messenger bags or purses are not to be used to
transport materials to and from classes. Students
may use a book bag system to bring materials to
and from school.

8th Grade Policy:
Trimesters 1, 2 & 3
 All acceptable class-time work and
homework assignments are due on the date
assigned by the individual classroom teacher.
 No late work is accepted. Assignments are
due as posted on any of the following:
Edline, classroom assignment outline or
written on board.

Students will need to utilize their assigned river
lockers for the storage of their school materials.
Lab areas may NOT be used to store school
materials or backpacks. Staff will assist students
in understanding the method of carrying class
materials needed for more than a single class at a
time. Teachers will assist with student concerns
and questions, i.e., strategies to get to class on
time, locker use, planning ahead, etc.

On Campus:
Warning to Students and Parents:
The school has no legal liability for injuries to
students by third persons on or near school
property prior to school and after school.

Hall Passes:
Supervision is only provided during the period
7:40am to 3:00pm.

Students MAY NOT leave a classroom without
permission or a hall pass.

"On Campus" means when you have arrived on
school property by foot, bike, bus, or other
vehicle.

Fire, Earthquake, Lockout &
Lockdown Drills:
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school or at lunch time. Students may also pay
cash for lunch daily.

In the event of an emergency, it is extremely
important for each of us to remain quiet and to
follow all directions quickly and carefully to
ensure the safety of all parties.

Students may not withdraw money from their
lunch account to purchase cookies or ice cream,
but may bring additional money for the purchase
of these items.
*Bringing/ordering food (e.g. pizza, bags of
chips, cookies, cake, ice cream, cupcakes etc.) to
share with friends in the cafeteria is not allowed.
For special occasions, arrangements may be
made with the front office by a parent/guardian.

Fire and earthquake drills will be conducted on a
regular basis to ensure the understanding of safe
emergency practices.
Emergency exit routes are posted in every
classroom.
Lockdown/Lockout/Evac drills will be practiced
to insure that our students and staff are prepared
for emergencies.

During the day you will have a 35-minute period
to eat lunch. Lunch break* will be in the school
cafeteria and in classrooms with teacher
permission. You may bring lunch from home or
buy one in the cafeteria. Milk and/or juice are
always available for purchase.

Visitors:


Every person (parent/guardian) must sign
in at the front office. A nametag will be
provided and must be worn in plain view.
Those who are without a nametag will be
required to report to the Front Office.



Parents may not go to a teacher’s classroom
without proper authority. Please call to set
up a meeting with the teacher.



Due to the large numbers of students
attending Oaklea and building security,
Student Visitor Passes are not approved.

Lunchtime rules are clearly posted in the
cafeteria and will be strictly enforced by the staff
on duty. Seats may also be assigned in the
cafeteria, if a student violates recess rules.
Students are to leave notebooks in the lockers
before lunch. If you need to go get your
notebook during lunch to study, a supervisor will
write you a pass.

Closed Campus Reminder:

Lunchtime:

Students and Parents/Guardians are required to
check In/Out in the Front Office.

Students on reduced and regular priced lunch
will periodically deposit money in their accounts
for up to a full year of meals if they desire. Most
students deposit up to a week, two weeks, or four
weeks in advance.

Any student requesting to leave campus during
lunch with another student’s parent/guardian
must provide written permission, prior to the
lunch period from their own parent/guardian.

Cafeteria Expectations:

Students waiting for free/reduced lunch approval
must pay full price until approval for lunches.
There are to be no charges.

1. Use appropriate restaurant manners.
2. Eat quietly and stay seated at tables.
3. Taking or giving food to others is a violation
of school policy. This is a health concern.
4. Help keep YOUR cafeteria clean.
 Pick up any litter.
 Clean up after yourself.
 Stack your trays neatly.
 Recycle food waste.

Students must pay full price for extra meals or
milks no matter if a student pays full price,
reduced, or free.
Students may open their accounts and deposit
money in the accounts in the cafeteria before
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Consequences for violating the cafeteria
expectations may include, but are not limited
to:
 Cafeteria Clean up: cleaning tables,
sweeping, picking up trash, etc.
 Having an assigned seat.
 Lunch detention
More serious violations (throwing food, pushing,
using inappropriate language, etc.) may include
the consequences listed above as well as losing
the privilege of eating in the cafeteria with
friends.

Media Center:
The Media Center contains the library and
computer learning lab areas. It is open daily for
student use 7:30 - 8:00 a.m. and 2:50 – 3:30 p.m.

Media Center Expectations:




Food and Beverages:
All food and beverages must be eaten in the
cafeteria. Energy Drinks are not allowed during
school educational hours (8:00 a.m. – 2:50 p.m.).
No food or beverage is allowed outside during
lunch. No glass bottles are allowed on campus.
Staff members may make exceptions. Water
bottles in the classroom are allowed based upon
teacher discretion. Gum chewing is allowed at
Oaklea except in designated classrooms.
PLEASE DO NOT LEAVE YOUR GUM ON
THE LUNCH TRAYS, DESKS, OR ON ANY
SCHOOL ITEMS.










Bicycles, Skates, Scooters &
Skateboards:



The school district does not assume
responsibility for bicycles, skates, rollerblades,
scooters, or skateboards. Riding your bicycle or
any other vehicle to school is done at your own
risk. Be sure to lock you bike securely in the
provided bike area. It must remain there during
the school day. Bikes, skateboards/skates must
also be walked while on school property.




Books are due back in 10 school days
If you need it longer than 10 days be sure to
renew the book before it becomes overdue
If you have an overdue book, you may not
check out another one
If you loose or damage a book/textbook
please be honest and bring the cost of
replacement. If you pay for a lost book and
you find it, you will be given a full refund.
If an 8th grade student has a debt owed to the
school, participation in the 8th Grade
Recognition could be denied, unless the debt
is paid. (e.g. A lost book that has not been
paid for.)
No food or drinks.
No pushing or shoving or wrestling.
No running.
No yelling or screaming.
No running through the bookshelf aisles.
No students in lab/media center during
TEAM.
No computer use during lunch/recess, if a
student has an overdue or damaged book fee.
No jumping on or over bookshelves
A student who abuses the use of the library
could loose their Media Center privileges.

The Student Store:
The Parent run Oaklea Student Store is located
inside the north entrance of the building.
It offers novelty items, school supplies and
snacks for sale. Food items will only be sold
after school. The school store will be closed on
the last day of school.

The bicycle rack is located at the South end of
the building, near the cafeteria. Camera
records are available at all times in this area.

Student Leadership:

Store Hours Are:
8:00-8:10 Before School
2:50-3:10 After School

Laurel Connection and Student Aiding are a
couple of exemplary programs at Oaklea in
which students can learn and practice leadership
skills.

Student Store Expectations:
 Properly dispose of trash.
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three ring binders with plastic rings because they
are not strong enough to endure daily wear).
2. Dividers with plastic tabs should be properly
labeled by subject and arranged by class
periods. Students should have ten dividers so
that sections can be created for extra paper,
before and after school classes, etc.
3. A three-hole ruler with metric and English
units is highly recommended.
4. Students are advised to keep at least 50 sheets
of three-hole, lined, 8-1/2 x 11" paper, with
margins, in their notebooks at all times.
5. A zippered pouch for carrying pencils (two
minimum), pens (one black or blue), hole
reinforcements, and assorted other items
required by teachers is recommended.
6. A book backpack for carrying notebooks and
texts to and from school, particularly on wet,
rainy days, is highly recommended.
7. Backpacks need to be kept in student lockers
during the school day and not taken to each
class. .

Form an orderly line.
Be polite! These are parent volunteers
helping you.

Other School Fees:
All money purchases for school fees, or musical
supplies are to be made in the Front Office. Any
other purchases may be made at the school store
before and after school.
Sports Fees Required:
 Volleyball, Basketball, Wrestling & Track $80.00 Football $120.00
PE Fees – Required:
 PE Lock Fee - $1.00 ($5.00 if lost or
damaged) and $15.00 for two PE Shirts,
unless purchased the previous year.

Physical Education Requirements:




Basketball length shorts without zipper,
snaps, buttons
White socks
Athletic shoes with light colored soles and
laces

The primary reason for our notebook
requirements stems from the realization among
the staff at Oaklea that every student, regardless
of academic ability, can benefit scholastically
and personally from improved organizational
skills. The organizational skills that a student
possesses are often related to the level of
academic success at school.

Notebook Requirements:
At Oaklea we have a school-wide focus on
improving essential study skills in all subjects.
An important component is the requirement that
students maintain a well-organized notebook or
written work that has been assigned for each
subject area.

Each student will be instructed by their Team
and classroom teachers at the beginning of the
year on how to set up their notebook and periodic
checks will help ensure that students stay on the
right track.

All students will have one loose-leaf notebook
that will be divided into sections for each class.
All notes, assignments, and other materials will
be maintained in chronological order. Students
will be required to maintain assignment sheets in
the Student Agenda Book, to be kept in the front
of the notebook. The notebook will be brought
to class each day. Individual teachers monitor
the section of the notebook for their class and
overall organization.
There are several details regarding materials that
need to be stressed.
1. The notebook should have a sturdy cover;
either vinyl or cloth, with minimum two-inch
capacity metal rings and include ten dividers.
(NOTE: Students are discouraged from using

Oregon Special Education Law Update:
The parental rights brochure provided at each
IEP meeting contains the notification to parents
that you must notify the district prior to
unilaterally placing your child in a private
placement – either at the last IEP meeting prior
to the unilateral placement, or in writing at least
ten days prior to making the unilateral
placement. The notification also informs parents
that your notice to the district must inform the
district that you do not accept the district’s offer
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accepted in other places are not appropriate while
attending school.

of FAPE, that you will be making unilateral
placement and that you will be seeking public
funding for the placement.

We believe that effective school discipline is
based upon the following students' rights and
responsibilities:
 Students are responsible for knowing the
difference between right and wrong.

STUDENT CONDUCT &
DISCIPLINE PROGRAM
BE SAFE, BE RESPECTFUL, BE
RESPONSIBLE
Treat others, as YOU would want



Students are not to interfere with the rights of
teachers to teach or students to learn.



A basic outline of discipline consequences
will be made known to students, staff,
parents, and guardians.



Students have the right to know the rules,
which will be fairly, firmly, and consistently
enforced, and ignorance of the rules will
not be accepted as an excuse.



Positive attitudes and behaviors will be
recognized.



Students are expected to be a positive
influence in the school environment.

to be treated!

Student Behavior Philosophy
Statement:
Appropriate behavior is expected from all Oaklea
Middle School students. We believe that students
are capable of acting in a mature, responsible
manner that promotes learning, safety and
respect for self and others. We also believe that
students need guidance as they learn to manage
their behaviors appropriately. Students will be
held accountable for knowing the policies and
regulations under which Oaklea operates, and
will be held responsible for the choices they
make. Those who make inappropriate choices are
choosing to have others guide and/or discipline
their behavior.

Instructional Guidelines:
Students are to remain in classrooms.
A
disruptive student may be sent to the Front
Office for a minimal time out and will fill out a
self report form. Students who need to see the
Principal or Dean of Students/Counselor may fill
out a form for an appointment.

The purpose of a Student Conduct and Discipline
Policy is to provide guidelines for appropriate
behavior to take place. The Discipline Policy is
also in effect while students are on schoolsponsored transportation and locations. It is
necessary
that
students
and
their
parents/guardians be provided information that
clearly outlines the sequence of discipline that
would be implemented in response to a student's
inappropriate behavior.

The Parent/Guardian’s Role in
Discipline:
Parents/Guardians are asked to work in
partnership with the Oaklea staff. By working
together, parents/guardians and staff will
increase the student’s chances of success not
only in school, but also outside of the school
environment.
When a child enters school, parents/guardians
have the opportunity to demonstrate support of
the child and the school by encouraging hard
work, accountability, self-control, self-discipline,
and open communication. A parent may be asked

Guidelines for Student Behavior:
The school environment must promote learning
and students learn their best in an ordered
environment. Therefore, certain behaviors
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to attend school with his/her child, if the student
cannot demonstrate good behavior.



Middle School Discipline Policy:



Oaklea Middle School utilizes a discipline
process, which consistently involves all staff.
Conferences with teachers and parents/guardians
are readily utilized to develop a proactive,
preventive stance for student behavior.



At Oaklea, each teacher also utilizes a Discipline
Plan, which includes expectations for student
conduct and consequences for appropriate and
inappropriate behavior in the classroom. In
addition, all adults in the building have
authority to hold students accountable for their
behavior. * State law ORS.339.250
For all detentions, Saturday School, and
suspension situations, a parent/guardian will
attempt to be notified. Parents may attend school
with their child in place of student suspension.
In a student suspension situation when a parent
or guardian is asked to pick up their child from
school as soon as possible and they cannot do so,
the student may stay in the school office, but the
suspension will also include the next school day,
and the parent/guardian will be asked to provide
a phone number of someone who can pick up the
student in future situations.

Classroom
Policy:

Unprepared

&

Tardy

1. Students are to be in class on time, with
binder, books, paper, pencil, and homework,
to minimize classroom disruptions.
2. After a student’s 1st & 2nd unprepared or
tardy, the student is warned by the teacher of
procedure/discipline for further unprepared
or tardies.
3. On the 3rd unprepared or tardy, the classroom
teacher assigns the student 25 minutes of
after school detention. The teacher also
contacts the parent informing them of their
child’s tardy/ unprepared and detention.
4. Every third unprepared or tardy (6, 9, 12…)
the student will be assigned 25 minutes of
after school detention.

After School Detention:
Tuesday and Thursday students may be
assigned detention from 2:55 p.m. to 3:20 p.m. or
from 2:55 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. in room 4.

5. Once a week, grade level teachers receive
tardy updates on all homeroom students from
all classes.

Students will be assigned to After School
Detention by the Principal, Dean of
Students/Counselor or their teachers.


Classroom teachers may also assign detention
but must contact the parent/guardian prior to
the detention date.
Students will be expected to bring homework
or reading material in detention, and to
remain quiet. Conduct violations that occur
in detention will result in additional referrals
and consequences.
NO iPods, MP3s, cell phones or electronic
gaming devices allowed!!

6. After 10 tardies, the Principal or Dean of
Students writes a Level 2 referral and two
hours of Saturday School is assigned.

After school detention will be assigned if the
student has received his/her 4th (25 minutes)
or 5th Level 1 (50 minutes) Conduct
Violation. The parent/guardian will be called
to inform them of the after school detention.
If they are unable to make contact by phone,
a written notice must be sent home with the
student, with instructions to return it signed
by a parent on the next day.

7. Each subsequent tardy will be a Level 2
referral with four hours of Saturday school
assigned.
8. At the start of each trimester, all students will
start over with – 0 – tardies.
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The consequences, as stated, are minimums, and
actual consequences will depend on the severity
of the behavior, time between referrals, as well
as the student’s attitude toward, and involvement
in the violation.
If a student is removed from class for disruption
and is sent to the Front Office or Student
Services, and continues to be disruptive in either
office the parent will be called to pick-up his/her
student.

Cell Phones/Electronic Devices:
Cell Phones/Electronic devices (games or
gaming devices) may be used before 8:00 a.m.
and after 2:50 p.m. ONLY. During the school
day, phones/electronic devices, may only be used
with teacher approval and supervision. All staff
have the right to ask students to put
phones/electronic devices away at any time of
school day. If a phone/electronic device goes off
in class or is being used without permission, any
staff member may confiscate the
phone/electronic device and take it to the office.
In the event of an emergency, parents should
contact the Front Office at (541) 998-3381.
Students are expected to request the use of a
school phone if an urgent call need to be made
during the hours of 8:00 a.m. – 2:50 p.m.NO
electronic devices during lunch time are
permitted.
Any staff member has the right to confiscate
cell phones/electronic devices if the student is
using them in violation of this policy.
Confiscation of any electronic device is
permitted even if the user is not the device
owner. Confiscated cell phones/electronic
devices will be returned to the
parent/guardian. Parents/Guardians will be
required to pick the device up and sign a log
receipt for the cell phone. Repeated offenses
may be written up as a Level 2.

BE SAFE, BE RESPECTFUL, BE
RESPONSIBLE
Level 1 – Conduct Violations:














iPads, Kindles, Tablets may be used ONLY
during educational classroom times with teacher
approval and supervision.

Littering
Spitting
Running
No hall pass
Use of non-directed profanity
Yelling/loud voices
Inappropriate clothing
Excessive affection
Loitering
Possession or use of annoying
instruments/nuisance items that disrupt the
classroom or the school
Not respecting personal boundaries or
possessions
Not following teacher/staff directions

Level 1 – Consequences:
1st Offense: TEAM teacher notifies the student.
2nd Offense: TEAM teacher conferences with the
student

*Students are strongly encouraged to leave
personal electronic devices at home. The school
assumes no responsibility for lost, stolen, broken,
or damaged items and is not required to act on
reports of theft, damage, or loss.

3rd Offense: TEAM teacher conferences with the
student and parent/guardian contacted.

Student Conduct Violations and
Consequences:

4th Offense: TEAM teacher may assign 25
minutes of detention after school or another
alternate consequence.

If a referral indicates a student conduct violation,
the following consequences are utilized, in
conjunction with the Junction City School
District #69 Student Conduct Code. (See the
District website <www.junctioncity.k12.or.us>

5th Offense: TEAM teacher may assign 50
minutes of detention after school or another
alternate consequence.
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6th Offense: Referral to the Principal or Dean of
Students and may assign 2 hours Saturday
School.

spend the day with the student at school.
Administration must have a conference with
parents prior to the student to returning to school.

Additional Offenses: Referral to the Principal or
Dean of Students and may assign 4 hours of
Saturday School.

5th Offense: May be assigned three to four days
of out-of-school suspension.

BE SAFE, BE RESPECTFUL, BE
RESPONSIBLE
Level 2 – Conduct Violations:

6th Offense: May be assigned five days of outof-school suspension.
Additional Offenses: May be assigned up to ten
(10) days of suspension and/or expulsion
hearing.








6+ Level 1’s
Harassment
Lying/Cheating
Forgery
Excessive tardies (10)
Possession of sexual or offensive printed or
electronic material
Disrespect
Bullying
Cyber Bullying
Insubordination/open defiance
Excessive disruptive behavior
Dangerous acts/unsafe behavior (playground,
hallways, etc.)
Physical intimidation
Malicious mischief
Name calling
Harassment of substitute teachers Verbal
intimidation/abuse/directed profanity
Truancy (skipping class or classes)













BE SAFE, BE RESPECTFUL, BE
RESPONSIBLE
Level 3 – Conduct Violations:













Level 2 – Consequences:



1st Offense: May be assigned two hours in
Saturday school.




nd

2 Offense: May be assigned four hours in
Saturday school.
If a student does not make it to Saturday School
two times (unexcused) = Suspension and
Saturday School.

Burglary
Possession of tobacco on school district
grounds, including before/after school and
school sponsored events
E-Cigarettes or Vapor Pens
Vandalism (this includes writing on school
poperty)
Threats of harm
Theft
Destruction of property
Possession/use of drug paraphernalia
Assault
Offensive physical contact
Racial/sexual harassment
Fighting – Depending on severity JCPD will
be notified for disorderly conduct.
Verbal intimidation/abuse/directed profanity
towards any staff or adult.
Repeated bullying
Student leaving campus without permission

Level 3 – Consequences:
1st Offense: May be suspended for up to five (5)
school days and possible referral to legal
authorities.
Administration will have a
conference/contact with parents for the student to
return to school. The student will then be
reinstated.

3rd Offense: May be assigned one to two days
of out-of-school or in-school suspension, or a
parent may spend the day with the student at
school.

2nd Offense: May be suspended for up to five (5)
school days and an expulsion hearing and
possible referral to legal authorities.

4th Offense: May be assigned two to three days
of out-of-school suspension or a parent may
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that may be based on, but not limited to, the
protected class status of a person, having the
effect of:

In addition, conduct violations that are alleged
sexual harassment complaints require a written
report made by the Principal/Dean of Students to
the District Human Rights Officer.

BE SAFE, BE RESPECTFUL, BE
RESPONSIBLE
Level 4 – Conduct Violations:









Death Threat
Possession/Use/Distribution of a dangerous
weapon
Possession/Use/Distribution of drugs or
alcohol
Bomb threat
Possession of firearms or replicas
Arson
False Fire Alarms



Physically harming a student or damaging
a student’s property;



Knowingly placing a student in
reasonable fear of physical harm to the
student or damage to the student’s
property;



Creating
a
hostile
educational
environment including interfering with
the psychological well-being of the
student.

“Protected class” means a group of persons
distinguished, or perceived to be distinguished,
by age, race, color, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, national origin, marital status,
familial status, source of income, or disability.

Level 4 – Consequences:




May be suspended for up to five (5) school
days and/or an expulsion hearing.
Referral to legal authorities.

“Cyberbullying” is the use of any electronic
communication device to convey a message in
any form (text, image, audio, or video) that
defames, intimidates, harasses, or is otherwise
intended to harm, insult, or humiliate another in a
deliberate, repeated, or hostile and unwanted
manner under a person’s true or false identity. In
addition, any communication of this form which
substantially disrupts or prevents a safe and
positive educational or working environment
may also be considered cyberbullying. Students
will refrain from using personal communication
devices or District equipment to harass or stalk
another.

In case of possession or use of alcohol or drugs,
the administration may recommend a mental
health evaluation, depending on the conduct
violation.

Glossary of Discipline Terms
Our goal of discipline is to educate students, in
order to change behavior to a positive outcome.
Annoying Instruments/Items -All devices such
as noisemakers, paper wad shooters, squirt guns,
rubber band shooters, etc. have no place on
school grounds and are considered disruptive
devices.

“Retaliation” means harassment, intimidation,
menacing, or bullying and acts of cyberbullying
toward a person in response to a student for
actually or apparently reporting or participating
in the investigation of harassment, intimidation,
menacing, or bullying and acts of cyberbullying
or retaliation.

Assault – Intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly
causing injury to another.
Bullying/Cyberbullying/Harassment/Intimidat
ion/Menacing – “Harassment, intimidation, or
bullying” means any act that substantially
interferes with a student’s educational beliefs,
opportunities, or performance that takes place on
or immediately adjacent to District grounds, at an
District-sponsored activity, on District-provided
transportation, or at any official District bus stop,

“Menacing” includes, but is not limited to, any
act intended to place a District employee, student
or third party in fear of imminent physical injury.
For more information, please see District Policy
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considered violations. Law enforcement may be
involved.

Burglary – Breaking and entering into any
school locker, office, room, desk, or school
building with the intent to commit a crime or to
destroy school or private property.

Inappropriate Clothing – Clothing that
distracts or disrupts teaching or learning;
promotes/advertises drugs, alcohol or tobacco,
sex, violence, and/or unlawful behavior; contains
obscene or profane language and/or images,
racial and/or religious put-downs.

Dangerous Acts/Unsafe Behavior – Actions
that may cause injury to another person or
property.
Dangerous Weapon – Any weapon, device,
instrument, material, or substance that under the
circumstances in which it is used, attempted to be
used, or threatened to be used, is readily capable
of causing death or serious physical injury. Law
enforcement involved.

Insubordination/Open Defiance – Refusal to
follow the reasonable requests or instructions of
school personnel. State Law ORS.339.250.
Intimidation – Threatening in a verbal or
physical manner, for the purpose of trying to
make a person do something against their will.

Disrespect – To treat without value.

Lying – Giving false or misleading information
to school personnel.

Drug Paraphernalia – Any items connected
with the use of drugs, such as pipes, cigarette
papers, e-cigarettes and vape pens, syringes,
needles, etc.

Name Calling – Rude language, whether gossip
or not, that causes harm or damage.

Excessive Affection – Excessive display of
affection involving physical contact. A hug as a
greeting to a friend is okay. However, hanging
all over each other, kissing, holding hands or
“making out” is not acceptable.

Malicious Mischief – An action that causes
harm or damage.
Directed Profanity – The use of profane or
obscene language or gestures towards or in
reference to another person.

Excessive Disruptive Behavior – Any conduct
that substantially or repeatedly disrupts school
activity, or deprives other students of the right to
learn, or is likely to.

Non-directed Profanity – The use of profane or
obscene language while at school or school
activities.

Fighting – A physical altercation between two or
more students. Law enforcement may be
involved. “Play fighting” is not allowed.

Suspension – while under suspension, a student
may not attend after school activities and athletic
events, be present on district property, nor
participate in activities directed or sponsored by
the district.

Firearms or Facsimiles – Any weapon
(including a starter gun), which will or is
designed to or may readily be converted to expel
a projectile by the action of an explosive; the
frame or receiver of any such weapon; any
firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or any
destructive device as defined by the United
States Code; or any replica of such weapon
(including electronic devices with firearm
applications). Law enforcement involved.

Tardy – Not in your seat, when the bell rings.
Unprepared – Failure to bring supplies needed
for class.
Theft – With the intent to deprive another of
property, a person takes or withholds such
property from another or extorts or takes the
property by deception.

Forgery – The illegal use of a teacher’s,
administrator’s or parent/guardian’s signatures.
Students writing their own excuses, or excuses
for other students or using forged excuses are

Vandalism – Intentional destruction or defacing
of objects or materials belonging to the school,
school personnel, or other persons. Law
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enforcement may be contacted, and restitution
may be required.

participating in school-sponsored activities that
may occur off school property.

Verbal Abuse – The use of any language toward
a student, teacher or other staff member, which is
intended to embarrass, degrade, or offend.

When a student is participating in the educational
program or a school sponsored activity, dress and
grooming will not substantially disrupt the
activity or constitute a threat to the health and
safety of the student or others. Provisions for
dress and grooming for special activities should
arise directly out of the needs of the activity.

Weapon – Explosive devices, knives, straight
razors, metal knuckles, Taser, chair clubs,
nunchucks, Chinese stars, poisonous gases,
poisons, drugs, homemade bombs with explosive
material, firecrackers, fireworks, smoke/smoke
bombs, blasting caps, and any other type of
detonator, or item which is intended for harm.

Students may wear:
Comfortable modest clothes that allow students
to focus attention on learning and school
activities.

Off Campus Off campus and outside-ofschool-time conduct that violates the District’s
Student Code of Conduct may also be the basis
for discipline if it has the potential to disrupt or
impact the safe and efficient operation of the
school or interfere with the rights of others.

Students may not wear:
Clothing or jewelry that distracts or disrupts
teaching or learning; promotes/ advertises drugs,
alcohol or tobacco, unlawful or sexual behavior;
contains obscene or profane language; or
contains images, racial and/or religious putdowns.
The following is prohibited at school or at
school-related activities: No student shall wear
or display clothing or other objects that are
commonly considered evidence of membership
or affiliation with any gang if it disrupts or is
likely to cause a substantial disruption or
material interference with school and school
activities.

Dress and Grooming Guidelines:
The total learning climate of a school is
important to the satisfactory progress of students.
The system places major emphasis upon
developing an environment where the learning
process will be enhanced. The following dress
and grooming guidelines reflect that attitude:
The building Administration shall have authority
in determining the appropriateness of dress
and enforcement of the policy.

Examples of prohibited clothing include, but are
not limited to:
 Head coverings unless required for religious
or medical purposes.
 Swimsuits
 Clothing that exposes undergarments (boxer
shorts, swimsuits, bras, sports bras and/or bra
straps).
 Pajamas or slippers.
 Sunglasses.
 Bandanas
 Backpacks to class as well as string
backpacks.
 Blankets to class

Oaklea Middle School Students Dress
For Success
The responsibility for dress and grooming of a
student rests primarily with the student and
his/her parents or guardians. A student’s dress or
grooming should not affect participation in
school classes, programs, or other school-related
activities, except as provided below.
Student Dress and Grooming
Student dress and grooming shall be clean and in
keeping with health, sanitary, and safety
practices. Because of health and safety
considerations, students are required to wear
shoes while on school property or while

Clothing, jewelry, belt buckles and
school supplies may not depict:
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Tiger Stripe Awards
Our school motto “Tiger Pride” emphasizes our
pride as students and staff at Oaklea Middle
School. Tiger pride does come from inside and
helps make our school one of the best in the
state. Students can earn Tiger Stripe Awards for
being helpful and considerate of others. Tiger
Stripes are for the little things that mean a lot like
helping an adult or student without being asked,
picking up litter, etc.

Profane or obscene language, drugs, alcohol,
tobacco, sex, violence and/or unlawful
behavior.
Words, sayings, or characters containing
obscene or profane language and/or images.
Racial and/or religious put-downs.

*In the event a student is in violation of our dress
and appearance standard, he/she will be asked to
go to the office to call home for appropriate
clothing. If possible, the student may use office
“loaner” clothing for the day. This standard is in
effect for all school events including: Activity
Nights, socials, athletic games, and field trips.

Student of the Month
Each month the staff selects deserving students
to represent Oaklea as our ‘Student of the
Month’.

*ANY staff member has the right to ask a student
to change their clothing or remove jewelry or
belt buckles that are not appropriate. Once the
issue is addressed the first time, the student needs
to remedy the situation immediately.

* Other awards and student competitions occur
on a regular basis.

Privileges for 100% Club
All classroom work is completed.



Caution:
The following are examples of (but not limited
to) items students are not permitted to bring to
school:
 Knives
 Matches
 Weapons of Any Type
 Tobacco
 Lighters
 Fireworks
 Drugs or Alcohol
 Smoke Bombs/Stink Bombs
 Squirt Guns/Water Balloons
 Noise Makers of Any Kind
 Nuisance Items/Toys
 Permanent Markers
 Silly String/Stink Spray
 Laser Pointers
 Perfume/cologne spray or bottles



One minute early to lunch any day
Sit wherever you want within river during
assemblies
Party each trimester and end of the year

Privileges for Self Managers
No tardies or referrals during the trimester period




All of the 100% privileges plus first in line at
lunch
Use card as a bathroom pass/media center
pass
5 homework passes

8th Grade Recognition:
8th Grade Recognition is a time to honor 8th
Grade Students for all of their hard work. This
traditional rite of passage is a promotional
ceremony recognizing student advancement into
high school. As noted on page 7, if an 8th grade
student has a debt owed to the school,
participation in the 8th Grade Recognition could
be denied, unless the debt is paid. (e.g. A lost
book that has not been paid for.) Poor school
attendance and/or unsatisfactory behavior
occurring too late to effectively implement
consequences could also be factors in denied
participation in 8th Grade Recognition and/or the

These items will be confiscated. In the interest
of safety and the law, these regulations will be
strictly enforced! Any items of value need to
remain at home……bring at your own risk!

Recognition Awards:
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8th Grade Dance. 8Th Grade Recognition is a
privilege not a right.
This is a fun and
th
celebratory time for 8 Grade Students. Make
sure you don’t miss out!!!

Chronic offenders will be subject to loss of
riding privileges at any time.
*For the protection of your students, they will be
allowed to get on or off the bus at their
designated stop ONLY!
Any other arrangements need to have a 24
hour notice, include their name, what bus #,
and address of the stop. (slips for the bus
driver will be in Student Services) NO
NOTES OR FAXES WILL BE ACCEPTED
THE DAY OF UNLESS DEAMED AN
EMERGENCY BY THE SCHOOL BUS CO.
(slips will be in Student Services for the bus
driver)

TRANSPORTATION
The state has set regulations for riding the school
buses that are posted on each bus. Violation of
these regulations may cause you to lose the
privilege of riding the bus.
The bus driver is in charge; he or she expects
proper behavior and cooperation from all those
who ride the bus. Please call Student First at
(541) 998-8222, if you have questions about bus
transportation.

State of Oregon’s Department of
Education
Rules Governing Pupils Riding School
Buses
1:

JUNCTION CITY SCHOOL
DISTRICT #69
STUDENT FIRST EDUCATION SERVICES
2008-2009 STUDENT RIDER REGISTRATON
FORM

2:
3:
4:
5:

Parent’s Information:
Transportation is provided for students who are
designated as “Transported Students” by the
School District’s Busing Plan and who obey the
rules and regulations established by the State of
Oregon, the School District, and Student First
Education Services. Failure to follow the school
bus regulations listed on this form could result in
the following consequences:

6:
7:
8:

9:
10:
11:

1st CITATION: Bus driver issues citation. Copy of citation is
submitted to the school’s Principal/Dean of Students.
2nd CITATION: Bus driver issues citation. Copy of citation
is submitted to the school’s Principal/Dean of Students.
A warning letter is sent home to the parent/guardian.
3rd CITATION: Bus driver issues citation. Copy of
citation is submitted to the school’s Principal/Dean of
Students. A minimum bus suspension of 5 school days and
letter sent to parent/guardian.
4th CITATION: Bus driver issues citation. Copy of
citation is submitted to the school’s Principal/Dean of
Students. A minimum bus suspension of 20 school days
and letter sent to parent/ guardian.
5th CITATION: Bus driver issues citation: Copy of
citation is submitted to the school’s Principal/Dean of
Students. Suspension off the school bus for the remainder
of school year and letter sent to parent/guardian.
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12:
13:
14:
15:

PUPILS BEING TRANSPORTED ARE UNDER THE
AUTHORITY OF THE BUS DRIVER.
FIGHTING AND WRESTLING, OR BOISTEROUS ACTIVITY
IS PROHIBITED ON THE BUS.
PUPILS SHALL USE THE EMERGENCY DOOR ONLY IN
CASE OF EMERGENCY.
PUPILS SHALL BE ON TIME FOR THE BUS BOTH MORNING
AND EVENING.
PUPILS SHALL NOT BRING ANIMALS, FIREARMS,
WEAPONS, GLASS OR OTHER POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS ON THE BUS.
PUPILS SHALL REMAIN SEATED WHILE THE BUS IS IN
MOTION.
PUPILS MAY BE ASSIGNED SEATS BY THE BUS DRIVER.
WHEN NECESSARY TO CROSS THE ROAD, PUPILS SHALL
CROSS IN FRONT OF THE BUS AS INSTUCTED BY THE BUS
DRIVER.
PUPILS SHALL NOT EXTEND THEIR HANDS, ARMS OR
HEADS THROUGH THE WINDOW.
PUPILS SHALL HAVE WRITTEN PERMISSION TO LEAVE
THE BUS OTHER THAN AT HOME OR SCHOOL
PUPILS SHALL CONVERSE IN NORMAL TONES; LOUD OR
VULGAR LANGUAGE IS PROHIBITED.
PUPILS SHALL NOT OPEN OR CLOSE WINDOWS WITHOUT
PERMISSION OF THE DRIVER.
PUPILS SHALL KEEP THE BUS CLEAN, AND MUST
REFRAIN FROM DAMAGING IT.
PUPILS SHALL BE COURTEOUS TO THE DRIVER, TO
FELLOW PUPILS AND PASSERS-BY.
PUPILS WHO REFUSE TO OBEY PROMPTLY THE
DIRECTIONS OF THE DRIVER OR REFUSE TO OBEY
REGULATIONS MAY FORFEIT THEIR PRIVILEGES TO RIDE
THE BUS.

STUDENTS NOT RETURNING THIS FORM
WITHIN 2 SCHOOL DAYS MAY BE DENIED
BUS TRANSPORTATION
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Guide for Daily Assignments
The following information will guide you in preparing written work for your classes. When you hand in
an assignment, you are responsible for its appearance and content.
1. Use a full sheet of lined 8.5” x 11” paper.
2. Hand write neatly, type, or word process all papers.
3. No spiral notebook edges.
4. Use black, dark blue, or blue-black ink; pencil is acceptable at the teacher’s discretion.
5. Heading in upper right corner.
6. The following heading is suggested:
 First and Last Name
 Date
 Class and period
 Title/assignment
7. If you are using a word processor or computer, it is your responsibility to hand in work on time.

Essay and Report Guide
Typed or Word Processed Papers
Full sheet of 8.5” x 11” paper
Print/Type on one side of paper only
Double space
Tab for each new paragraph
Margins:
1” at the top
1” at the bottom
1” on the left margin
1” on the right margin
Font—Use Times, Palatino, Courier, New World or Lucinda sans fonts at 12 or 14 point
Spacing – 2 spaces after end marks and colons. 1 space after comma, and semi-colon
Page Numbers: Place page numbers at the bottom of each page.
Do not place page number on the title page or first page of a composition.

Order of the Paper:
Title Page
Body of Paper
Work Cited
Title Page: Center the following information in the middle of the page:
Athletes and Their Energizers
Kary Vang
Mrs. Grote, Chemistry, Period 2
February 25, 2012
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Taking Effective Notes
Sometimes teachers will ask you to take notes on the information they give in class. When they do, know
that there are several reasons why a teacher will do this:
 Taking notes aids comprehension and retention.
 Many teachers will test mainly over topics covered during lecture.
 Notes make clear certain items that may not be discussed in the test.
 Notes + text = A

Things You Should Do Before The Lecture:






Read or skim the text.
Get an overview of main ideas and important concepts.
Understand the definitions of relevant terms.
Highlight information that is unclear to you. (You can bring it up in class)
Develop questions to ask in class.

8 Essentials of Taking Notes in Class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Listen.
Be organized.
Attend class. If you are sick, borrow and rewrite someone else’s notes.
Put a heading and a date on your notes for each day.
Remain focused
Identify main points.
Don’t cram everything on one sheet of paper.
If you miss something, see the teacher after class.

Writing Usage and Style
Sentence Structure
 All sentences must have a subject and a verb.
o A sentence that is missing either the subject or the verb phrase is called a fragment.
 Those of us that really care about Uncle John (no verb phrase).
 Sentences must express one clear, complete idea.
o A sentence that is too long, or that has more than one main idea is usually a run-on
sentence.
 Mrs. Johnson hired the typists and she supervised them, then she fired them and
hired several new typists to replace them but she didn’t hire enough.
 Avoid short, choppy sentences.
o There was a tornado. It struck a small town. There wasn’t much warning. It caused a great
deal of damage. There were a number of serious injuries.
 All sentences must end with the proper punctuation.
o The only marks that may occur at the end of the sentences are a period (.), a question mark
(?), or an exclamation mark (!).
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 Never use more than one punctuation mark at the end of a sentence.
o Julia, I hate you!!! (Only one exclamation mark is required.)
 Read your sentences ALOUD
o More often than not, your ear will catch common mistakes that your eyes do not.

Capitalization Guide
 Capitalize the first word in a sentence.
o Mindy left her coat here. Can she stop by and get it?
 Capitalize personal titles and names of people.
o I wrote to Mrs. Katz, but Miss Dixon sent the form.
 Capitalize nationalities, races, and languages.
o Kevin is studying Latin, so he can visit his great-grandparents, who are part Black, and
part Italian.
 Capitalize the names of clubs, schools, organizations, and companies.
o The Beau Monde Singers will perform at the Music Hall.
 Capitalize the days of the week and the months of the year.
o School ends on Thursday, June 1.
 Capitalize the names of holidays.
o Kacy and Zoe may visit their parents on Labor Day
 Capitalize the names of historic periods and special events.
o Bastille Day is in honor of the French Revolution.
 Capitalize the names of cities, states, and other important places.
o When you were in Nevada, did you visit Hoover Dam?
 Capitalize geographic names, regions, and locations.
o We canoed down the Missouri River near Sioux City.
o The Civil War was fought between the North and the South.
 Capitalize the names of streets, roads, avenues, and buildings.
o James lives at Bay Towers near Golden Gate Bridge.
 Capitalize an official title preceding a name and any title of high distinction.
o Will the President speak to us in the Rose Garden?
 Capitalize initials; also capitalize letters in abbreviations of companies, countries, etc.
o Does Dr. J.R. Anderson have an Ed.D. or a Ph.D.?
o She asked if UPS stands for United Packing Service
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 Capitalize the first word of a direct quotation unless the quote is built into the structure of
the sentence.
o Kathleen quoted Pope: “To err is human, to forgive divine.”
o I didn’t say that “making more errors makes us more human.”
 Capitalize the first word of the first part of an interrupted question, but not the first word of
the second part.
o “To reduce errors,” he said, “drop back slightly in speed.”
 Do not capitalize compass directions or general locations.
o We began our cross-country trip from the eastern end of the country.
 Do not capitalize classes or courses, unless they are specific.
o I need more history, so I took Sociology 101 – a study of American pop culture

Punctuation Guide
PERIOD: Use a period…
 At the end of a sentence.
o He graduated from Stanford.
 With abbreviations.
o Ph.D. a.m. C.O.D. Calif.
 After initials.
o Miss S. A. Gibson is our new neighbor
 Between dollars and cents.
o The new tires only cost $69.99 each.
QUESTION MARK: Use a question mark…
 After a direct question
o When will you arrive?
COMMA: Use a comma…
 After rather long introductory expressions or introductory subordinate clauses.
o Having considered all the facts, I decided to stay.
o When business is slow, time passes at a snail’s pace.
 To separate words in a series.
o Gary, Jim, George, and Anthony went to the meeting.
 To set off words in an appositive.
o Mr. Roberts, our manager, will decide the matter.
 To set off parenthetical expression.
o He will arrive, I have been told, on Thursday.
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 Before a short, direct quotation.
o He said, “I’m willing to change my opinion.”
 To set off dates and to separate city and state.
o He was born June 20, 1954, and lives in Waco, Texas.
 To separate coordinate clauses joined by a conjunction.
o They bought a new car, but they got rid of the boat.
 To separate numbers except those for policies, accounts, years, pages, or rooms.
o Bring 14,350 copies of page 1042, policy #168643, account #4785788, to room 1277 in
1990.
SEMI-COLON: Use a semi-colon…
 To separate a compound sentence when no conjunction is being used.
o All final exams conclude on Friday; the graduation will be held on Monday.
 In compound sentences joined by a conjunctive adverb.
o She continued teaching; however, her heart was not in it.
COLON:
 To introduce a list
o Kim bought the following items: an easy chair, an antique desk, and a floor lamp.
 Before a long quotation
o They questioned the team: “Are you prepared to try your best? Are you motivated? Are you
ready?
 Between hours and minutes expressed in figures.
o He will attend meetings between 8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
EXCLAMATION POINT: Use an exclamation point…
 After a word or sentence that empresses emotion (ONLY USE ONE!)
o All right! I closed the deal!
APOSTROPHE: Use an apostrophe…
 To indicate possession and omission of letters (in a contraction)
o That is not Bill’s car. Didn’t you know that?
 When the noun is plural and ends in s, place the apostrophe after the s. All other times, add
an apostrophe and an s.
o The ten boys’ bikes’ tires were stolen. The children’s bikes were stolen. John’s sisters’
cars’ tires were popped.
 To form the plural of most letters and numbers
o Wanda makes her 1’s like Z’s.
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HYPHEN:
 To indicate division of a word at the end of a line
o Everyone in the lounge, from the cocktail waitresses to the bartenders, witnessed that
vicious argument between that old man and his daughter.
 In compound numbers from twenty-one to ninety-nine
o He owes the club two hundred and seventy-five dollars
 In a series of hyphenated words having the same ending
o We ship by second-, third-, and fourth-class mail.
 To join compound adjectives preceding a noun.
o A well-known economist will speak at the seminar.
DASH:
 To show a sudden break in thought
o I saw Mallory with—you won’t believe it—Roy Oakley!
NOTE: Dashes are written or typed using two hyphens
QUOTATION MARK:
 To enclose direct quotations
o Mr. Hampton said, “Each manager must attend the conference in June”.
 To enclose titles of articles, poems, and short stories.
o Please read Eric Zoot’s article, “Computers of Today”.
 To enclose special words for emphasis
o He has a “go for broke” attitude.
 Semi-colons and colons are placed outside the quotation marks.
o I read, “Managerial Strategies”; it was well-written.
 Commas and periods are placed inside the quotation marks.
o When you can, read “Managerial Strategies.”
o If you read “Managerial Strategies,” you’ll like it.

Transitions
Transitions are words that connect ideas and make your writing smoother and easier to read. Below are
transition words that you can use to connect sentences and paragraphs.
 To help you put things in an order: again, also, besides, even more important, finally, first,
further, furthermore, in addition, in the first place, last, likewise, moreover, next, next in
importance, second, then, third, too.
 To show cause and effect… accordingly, as a result, because, consequently, for, for this reason,
hence, if…then, so, then, therefore, thus.
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 To compare or contrast… also, in the same way, likewise, similarly, although, at the same time,
but, conversely, despite, even so, however, in another sense, nevertheless, nonetheless,
notwithstanding, on the contrary, otherwise, still, though, yet.
 To show importance of one idea… above all, add to this, besides, even more, in addition to this,
more important, to repeat.
 When giving an example… for example, for instance, in fact, indeed, of course, specifically, that
is, to illustrate.
 To emphasize a certain purpose… for this purpose, for this reason, to this end, with this object.
 To show where… above, adjacent to, below, beyond, farther on, here, nearby, on the other side,
opposite to, there, to the south.
 To show when… after, after this, afterward, at last, at length, before, formerly, from now on,
immediately, in the meantime, in the past, later, meanwhile, now, presently, previously, since,
since then, soon, subsequently, then, thereafter, ultimately, while.
 When summarizing or concluding a paper… as I have said, consequently, for these reasons, in
any event, in brief, in conclusion, in other words, in short, in summary, to sum up, on the whole,
that is, therefore.

Writing Numbers
 Always spell a number at the beginning of a sentence- even if other numbers in the sentence
are shown in figures.
o Forty members have paid their dues, but 23 others have not done so.
 Use figures for numbers above ten. Also, if one number of the group is larger than ten, use
figures for all the numbers.
o She ordered 2 word processors, 15 computers, and 3 printers.
 Use figures to express dates and times.
o Candidates must be in Ivy Hall at 8:10 a.m. on May 1.
 Use numbers for house addresses except house number one.
o My home is at 9 Vernon Drive; my office at One Weber Plaza.
 Use figures to express measures and weights.
o Gloria Randolph is 5 ft. 6 in. tall and weighs 119 lbs. 6 oz.
 Use figures for numbers following nouns.
o Review Rules 1 to 22 in Chapter 6, pages 126 and 127, today.
 Capitalize nouns that come before numbers (except page & line).
o See Volume 12, Section 38, page 584, lines 78-90.
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 Spell out capitalized names of small-numbered streets and avenues (ten and under).
o I walked several blocks along Third Avenue to 65th Street.

Guidelines for the Writing Process
A reader of your writing may reasonably expect the following:
 A clearly stated thesis or main idea.
 A well organized paper.
 Carefully chosen words that will fit the audience and purpose.
 Your best in grammar, spelling and general mechanics (punctuation and sentence structure).

Pre-writing—Planning usually results in a better paper. There are many types of planning, but all
contain the following:
 Choose a topic that interests you or your teacher.
 Narrow or broaden the topic until it can be thoroughly developed in the required length.
 Decide on your purpose (inform, persuade, entertain).
 Gather and list details that you could use to develop the topic. This could include webbing,
mapping, outlining, charting or other techniques that help you organize your paper.

Drafting


Keeping your audience and purpose in mind, and using your pre writing activity, begin to write.
Let your thoughts flow freely. Get your ideas down and let yourself experiment and play with the
language. Discover thoughts you didn’t know you had. This is an experimental stage! Do not be
too concerned with grammar and mechanics at this point. When you finish your draft, you’re
ready to revise and rewrite. Allow room for revision by double spacing or leaving large margins.

Revising/Rewriting: Read what you have written and answer the following questions:









Does your paper have a point or main idea?
Did you include enough details, facts, examples, quotes from experts, and descriptions to make
your main point clear?
Are there any parts that are not about your main idea? For example, if you wrote about your “fun
rafting trip”, did you spend two pages on Aunt Martha’s shoes?
Is your writing organized so it is easy to follow, with a beginning, middle, and an end? Are the
ideas presented in an order that makes sense?
Is there variety in the type and length of your sentences? Do you start your sentences in different
ways?
Are your verbs descriptive?
Have you kept the same voice throughout the writing?
Have you accomplished the purpose?

Editing


Rewrite as necessary: Then proofread your work, by using the following checklist.
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Proofreading Checklist
1. Sentences and Paragraphs
Does each sentence have noun and a verb?
Did you make a new paragraph when you:






Yes_____

Changed speaker
Changed places
Changed main action
Changed topics
Changed reason (in persuasive writing)

Yes_____

2. Capitalization
Did you capitalize first words and all proper nouns and proper adjectives?
Yes_____
Yes_____

Are titles capitalized correctly?
3. Punctuation
Does each sentence have the proper end mark?
Are colons, semicolons, apostrophes, hyphens, commas and quotation
marks used correctly?

Yes_____
Yes_____

4. Spelling
Did you check all words you didn’t know in a dictionary or other spell checker?
Yes_____
5. Form
Is your paper neat? Was it copied or typed carefully?
Was it checked again and again?
Have you used the proper heading and margins?

Yes_____
Yes_____
Yes_____

6. Verb Tense
Are all verbs in the same tense (past or present)?

Yes_____

Writing Terms
A THESIS STATEMENT IS the main idea of your essay. It gives your paper direction.
A THESIS STATEMENT most often appears in the introduction of your essay.
A THESIS STATEMENT CONTAINS:
 a topic / subject
 an opinion / position / attitude
 an indication of the direction your essay will take
A TOPIC SENTENCE IS the main idea of a paragraph. It is often the most general sentence in the
paragraph and comes at the beginning.
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A TOPIC SENTENCE CONTAINS:
 a topic / subject
 an opinion / position / attitude
A CONCRETE DETAIL IS a specific fact or a quotation.
COMMENTARY “comments” on the concrete detail of the essay.
COMMENTARY IS your analysis, interpretation, insight, evaluation, explication, discussion, speculation,
opinion, reflection, response, or reaction.
THE INTRODUCTION IS the first paragraph of an essay.
THE INTRODUCTION SHOULD:
 catch the reader’s attention
 include the thesis statement
STRATEGIES INCLUDE anecdotes, dialogues, startling statements, commentary
A TRANSITION SENTENCE:
 provides a finished feeling to the paragraph
 links the paragraph to the one that follows
THE CONCLUSION IS the last paragraph of the essay
THE CONCLUSION PROVIDES closure and a finished feeling for the entire essay
THE CONCLUSION MAY:
 sum up your ideas
 reflect on what you’ve said
 culminate in new insights
 offer solutions or make predictions
 reshape or restate your thesis
 resonate in style or substance with the introduction
THE CONCLUSION DOES NOT introduce new or distracting information. It often leaves your reader
with something to think about.
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No-Excuse Spelling List
Oaklea students should know the following words, at a minimum, before they leave 8th grade.
A
almost
across
affect-effect
address
again
accept
a lot
and-an
are-our
all together-altogether
among
B
because
bear-bare
beginning
believe
beside-besides
between
bring
begin-began-begun
C
convention
character
choose-chose
chosen
can
course-coarse
D
doubt
decision-decide
develop
disappoint
definite-definitely
different-difference
E
effect-affect
either
except
everything

F
finally
forty-fourth-forth
fewer
formally
February
forward
G
government
great
guess
guest
goes
H
however
here-hear-heard
hoping-hopping
had-have-has
I
illustrate
its-it’s
immediate
in-into
L
light
lose-loose
lead-led
library
less
lay
light
lay
lie
learn
leave
let
least

much
manner
material
N
no-know
now
necessary
ninth-ninety
O
organize
other
ought
our
P
principal-principle
passed-past
probably
precede
proceed
prompt
provision
publication
Q
question
quiet-quite-quit
question

R
receive
raise
really
rise
remember
reference
S
separate-separation
stopping

M
may
many
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sit
set
secretary
special
T
truly
toward
there-they’re
their
to-too-two
then
than
thought
though-through
thorough
take
threw
teach
theirs-there’s

therefore
tonight
tomorrow

what
when
whether-weather
wait

U
until
usual
unfortunate
unless
V
villain
various
view
volume
W
Wednesday
whose-who’s
which-witch
went
wear
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X
x-ray
xylophone
Y
your-you’re
yesterday
young
year
Z
zero
zoo
zigzag
zeal

Plagiarism
District policies on copyright will govern the use of material accessed through JCNet. Because the extent
of copyright protection of certain works found on the Internet is unclear, employees will make a standard
practice of requesting permission from the holder of the work if their use of the material has the potential
of being considered an infringement. Teachers will instruct students to respect copyright and to request
permission when appropriate.

A Writer’s Checklist for Success
Before submitting your essay, you should be able to answer “yes” to all of the following questions.













Is your name and other identifying material on the work?
Are all pages included, and are they in order?
Have your correctly spelled the name of the person who is receiving your work?
If typed, is the print neat and easily readable using one of the approved fonts?
If handwritten, did you write legibly in black or blue ink?
Is your paper double-spaced and written on only one side of the page?
Have you left sufficient margins (at least one inch) on all edges of your paper?
Have you read your work aloud at least once to “hear” your writing?
Have you carefully re-read your work at least once (preferably after setting it aside) to check for
spelling, punctuation, and grammar errors? Note: It is often helpful to have your essay proofread
by another reader.
If you’ve made any last-minute corrections, are they neatly done?
If you consulted any outside sources, did you use proper citation and attach a works cited page
and/or bibliography page?
Does your writing end with an effective closing statement that reinforces your thesis? If you can
answer “yes” to all of the above questions, you can turn your work in with confidence!

Written Formal Response Guidelines





Capital letters will begin every sentence.
Sentences will end with appropriate punctuation.
The beginning of new paragraphs will be indented.
All questions requiring a short answer or essay will include complete sentences with the question
restated.
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State Writing Standards for 8th Grade
























Use a variety of strategies to prepare for writing, such as brainstorming, making lists, mapping,
outlining, grouping related ideas, using graphic organizers, and taking notes.
Discuss ideas for writing with classmates, teachers, and other writers, and develop drafts alone and
collaboratively.
Identify audience and purpose.
Choose the form of writing that best suits the intended purpose – personal letter, letter to the
editor, review, poem, report, or narrative.
Use the writing process – prewriting, drafting, revising, editing, and publishing successive
versions.
Focus on a central idea, excluding loosely related, extraneous, and repetitious information.
Use a scoring guide to review, evaluate, and revise writing for meaning and clarity.
Revise drafts for word choice, appropriate organization, consistent point of view – and transitions
between paragraphs, passages and ideas.
Edit and proofread one’s own writing, as well as that of others, using the writing conventions, and,
for example, an editing checklist or list of rules with specific examples of corrections of specific
errors.
Create compositions that engage the reader, have a clear message, a coherent thesis, and end with a
clear and well supported conclusion.
Support theses or conclusions with quotations, options from experts, paraphrases, analogies, and/or
similar devices.
Establish coherence within and among paragraphs through effective transitions and parallel
structures.
Use descriptive language that clarifies and enhances ideas by establishing tone and mood through
figurative language, sensory images, and comparisons.
To present a lively and effective personal style, use varied sentences types (simple, compound,
complex, and compound-complex) and sentence openings.
To enhance clarity and to support meaning, use parallelism in sentence construction – to present
items in a series and items juxtaposed for emphasis.
To indicate clearly the relationship between ideas, use subordination, coordination, appositives,
and other dev ices.
To correct spelling conventions.
Use consistent verb tenses.
Correctly use frequently misused words (among, between; fewer, less; bring, take; and good, well).
Demonstrate appropriate English usage.
Use conventions of punctuation correctly, including commas, hyphens, dashes, and semicolons.
Use correct capitalization.
Write legibly.
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Narrative/Imaginative Essay Graphic Organizer
5th – 8th Grades

Name_______________________

Climax
Rising
Action
Rising
Action
Rising
Action

Who

Falling
Action

Conflict

Resolution

When
Where
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Expository Essay Graphic Organizer
5th - 8th Grades

Name_______________________
Paragraph 1
Lead & Thesis Statement

Paragraph 2
Topic Sentence

 Support

 Support

 Support

Concluding Sentence

Paragraph 3
Topic Sentence

 Support

 Support

 Support

Concluding Sentence

Paragraph 4
Topic Sentence

 Support

 Support

Concluding Sentence

Paragraph 5
Restate Thesis
Final Thought
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 Support

Persuasive Essay Graphic Organizer
6th and 7th Grades

Name_______________________
Paragraph 1
Lead & Thesis Statement

Paragraph 2
Reason #1 Topic Sentence

 Evidence

 Evidence

 Evidence

Support

Support

Support

Paragraph 3
Reason #2 Topic Sentence

 Evidence

 Evidence

 Evidence

Support

Support

Support

Paragraph 4
Reason #3 Topic Sentence

 Evidence

 Evidence

 Evidence

Support

Support

Support

Paragraph 5
Restate Thesis
Final Thought
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Paragraph 1
Lead & Thesis Statement

Paragraph 2
Reason #1 Topic Sentence

 Evidence

 Evidence

 Evidence

Support

Support

Support

Paragraph 3
Reason #2 Topic Sentence

 Evidence

 Evidence

 Evidence

Support

Support

Support

Paragraph 4
Reason #3 Topic Sentence

 Evidence

 Evidence

 Evidence

Support

Support

Support

Paragraph 5
Address Opposing Viewpoint

 Counter Evidence

 Counter Evidence

Paragraph 6
Restate Thesis
Final Thought
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 Counter Evidence

